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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this study is to investigate and pick out the achievement of the financial, 
social and cultural rights of indigenous peoples within side the issue of sluggish development 
in mining sports. Making mining sports a concern region and supported via way of means of 
the supply of diverse sorts of incentives to the mining commercial enterprise ended in threats 
to indigenous peoples, mainly in phrases of health, socio-cultural values and the economy. 
Whereas in worldwide doctrine, the achievement of Social and Social Security rights ought to 
be performed in a sustainable way without violating the rights that residents ought to have. 
This study turned into performed usage of normative felony studies techniques thru statutory, 
case, and conceptual approaches. In this take a look at it turned into discovered that there 
has been a setback in enjoyable the social and financial rights of indigenous peoples 
because of mining sports. This indicates a contradiction among what ought to be achieved, 
specifically sustainable achievement, however in truth what's occurring is the opposite, 
specifically a setback in enjoyable Social and Social Security rights, mainly for indigenous 
peoples. The setback in enjoyable social and social protection rights for indigenous peoples 
because of mining sports is as a result of the mining region being made a concern region 
and the supply of many incentives to the mining commercial enterprise. 
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In accordance with constitutional democracy Indonesia has believed in, the State has 
restricted strength to adjust factors valuable to existence of the kingdom and nation. 
Limitation, in different words, is inevitable inside constitutional democracy to keep away from 
governmental high-handedness. It has additionally come to be a unique feature of 
constitutional democracy, that charter may be known as an tool to restriction the authorities 
withinside the exercising of strength.1 

The problem is largely meant to uphold human s rights believed because the middle of 
a cutting-edge nation. It is the charter that holds absolute problem at the nation s governance 
as a way to preserve it at the proper authority track. The foregoing is supported with the aid 
of using C.F Strong who opines that charter is a group of ideas in keeping with which the 
strength of the authorities, the rights of the governed, and the members of the family among 
the 2 are adjusted.2 According to Jimly Asshiddiqie, constitutional democracy in Indonesia is 
restricted via the 1945 Constitution as a device of social and political controls, because of 
this that that the Constitution seems to take complete controls over any irrelevances and 
misappropriations that arise withinside the dynamics of the times, in addition to facilitate 
network renewal for the collective beliefs of the kingdom.3 Thus, one of the maximum 
feasible approaches to attain it's miles to completely guard and recognize human s rights as 
the muse of a felony nation 

The status quo of nation as an entity, with various groups inside, can't demolish the 
herbal essence of current network rights.4 It wishes shared interest as attention of human s 
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proper protection. One of current network entities previous to the nation status quo is 
indigenous network. It increases a few particular terminologies to typify the network, together 
with alienated network, primitive network, underdeveloped network, local people, hill people, 
woodland people, and so forth. Meanwhile, using terms indigenous network has been a 
conference primarily based totally at the Congress of Archipelagic Indigenous Peoples in 
1999.5 

According to International Convention Labour Organization No. 169 of 1989, 
indigenous network is described as follows: 

“Tribal peoples in unbiased nations whose social, cultural and monetary situations 
distinguish them from different sections of the country wide community, and whose fame is 
regulated fully or partly through their personal customs or traditions or through unique legal 
guidelines or regulations.” 

According to Indonesian felony context, indigenous network will become one in all 
felony topics whose life is constitutionally mentioned through the 1945 Constitution. Based at 
the description of Article 18, it's far affirmed that Indonesia respects unique areas and 
conventional groups. It constitutes an announcement of the State to recognize conventional 
those who exist previous to the status quo of Indonesia as a sovereign and unbiased 
country. 

Like different groups in common, the life of indigenous network is diagnosed and 
enormously glorified through the country, especially in phrases of rights safety. It means that 
the popularity of rights safety for conventional human beings, a long way from cutting-edge 
life, is in degree with that of for city human beings. It represents the closing idea of felony 
country as proposed through A.V Dicey, equality earlier than the law.6 

However, in actual life, conventional human beings have regularly grow to be the item 
for developmental activities, along with in case of mining exploration and exploitation, which 
reasons felony violation upon the conventional human beings rights. It is plain that mining 
activities supply first rate blessings to a country. Even many nations over the complete 
international are dependently dedicated to mining. Salim H.S asserts that mining activities 
can undoubtedly make contributions to a few countrywide elements, along with: forex and 
locally-generated revenues; group of workers accommodation; social, cultural, and fitness 
upgrades for mining human beings.7 

Furthermore, the ones mining privileges cannot be always taken as absolute motives 
for mining activities withinside the time of Covid-19 Pandemic. Above monetary interests, the 
protection of human beings desires greater critical considerations, as declared in salus populi 
suprema lex. Its integration with the proper of the human beings has grown to be a totally 
critical thing to pinpoint. Mining activities will be in correct stability with human s rights safety 
for conventional human beings, basically. 

According to investigate from Mongabay, withinside the time of Covid-19, conventional 
human beings are the maximum affected network who've to tough be afflicted by monetary, 
social, and cultural crises seeing that they're additionally confronted with mining activities. 
The upward thrust of these crises is usually resulting from a few factors, i.e., unenforced 
rights safety, shrinkage of commonplace land, and surges of violence upon conventional 
those who attempt tough for his or their rights.8 Issues on human s proper violations amidst 
indigenous groups are so interlaced to the discharge of Work Creation Act in mining region, 
pretty ability to provide threats upon the rights of conventional human beings. The Covid-19 
Pandemic and Work Creation Act in mining region have generated a close correlation among 
mining activities and violation tendencies upon the rights of conventional human beings. 

By the essential scenario because of the pandemic, there aren't any rooms for the 
State to deduct rights enforcement for indigenous groups. Furthermore, the exercising of 
human s rights enforcement desires to illustrate its development in any situations, which is 

                                                           
5
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likewise referred to as a idea of progressive attention for human s rights enforcement. For 
that reason, 3 elements might be mentioned withinside the cutting-edge research, 
concerning human rights, mining activities withinside the time of Covid-19, and the Covid-19 
Pandemic. 
 

METHODS OF RESEARCH 
 

Normative legal research was applied.9 In a few literatures, such a technique is 
likewise called doctrinal criminal studies. This form of studies essentially applies a few 
approaches, i.e., statute, conceptual, and case approaches. Further, the statute method 
changed into finished via way of means of reviewing criminal substances approximately 
mining businesses, Covid-19, and indigenous community. In addition, the conceptual method 
changed into involved on human s rights and commercial enterprise concepts. Meanwhile, 
the case method changed into devoted via a review of essential occasions associated with 
mining commercial enterprise withinside the time of Covid-19. In sum, the modern-day 
studies changed into centered at figuring out mining commercial enterprise exploitations on 
indigenous community-owned forests withinside the time of Covid-19 Pandemic according 
with human s rights aspect. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Progressive Realization Concept in Human’s Rights. Basically, the idea of human s 
rights changed into to start with taken into consideration as moral, political, and criminal 
frameworks, further to guiding principle to create a higher world – extra non violent and freer 
from any fears, colonialisms, and unjust conducts. According to Thomas Hobbes, human s 
rights may be one in all answers for interpersonal conflicts, normally termed as homo homini 
lupus, bellum omnium contra omnes.10 Riots and injustices will make certain to arise if no 
limits are set to modify interpersonal courting some of the people. By the life of human s 
rights, the troubles may be tackled with none denials of human s proper violation realities. 

By human s rights, further, the State will essentially have obligations to fulfill upon the 
people, namely: responsibility to fulfill, responsibility to guard, and responsibility to 
appreciate. The responsibility to fulfill refers to positive situations wherein human s rights 
have to be fulfilled via establishments for political triages in an effort to warrant that human s 
rights are absolutely fulfilled. Furthermore, the responsibility to guard calls for the State to 
absolutely guard the rights of each citizen in conjunction with general assurance of the rights 
protection. At last, the responsibility to appreciate is described as a obligation of the State to 
appreciate human s rights via way of means of now no longer an excessive amount of 
interfering the person rights. 

Therefore primarily based totally at the idea of a rights-primarily based totally country 
and withinside the creation of human rights that the principle pillar accountable for the proper 
to paintings and a first rate dwelling with those stipulations is the country thru the government 
(responsibility holder). This is the mandate of Article 28I Paragraph (4) of the 1945 
Constitution jo. Article seventy one of Law Number 39 of 1999 regarding Human Rights, 
thinking about that the proper to paintings may be very crucial for the achievement of 
different human rights and is an quintessential and inherent a part of human dignity. 

In the development of human rights, kingdom duties are greater precise withinside the 
shape of respect, to protect, and to fulfill. This thought isn't handiest primarily based totally at 
the General Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) which has been ratified through Law no. eleven of 2005, 
additionally contained in Article 28 I Paragraph (4) of the 1945 Constitution and Article eight 

                                                           
9
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of Law no. 39 of 1999 regarding Human Rights, however additionally according with the 
principle of a rights-primarily based totally kingdom. 

Jacob Kirekemann and Thomas Martin14 in Applying a Rights–Based Approach: An 
Inspirational Guide for Civil Society emphasizes that during a rights-primarily based totally 
country, rights are interpreted because the maximum critical detail this is maintained which 
has the which means of stopping the exercise of abuse of strength via the status quo of 
guidelines through legislators and the government. The implementation of this theory is that 
the country is obliged to meet the rights of its citizens, together with economic, social and 
cultural (ESOC) rights in ranges closer to the entire consciousness of those rights. 

To recognize this responsibility, it's miles essential for the kingdom initiative, in this 
situation the authorities to shape diverse ministries, businesses, unique businesses and 
along with BUMN. In the Indonesian context, with the lifestyles of Article 33 of the 1945 
Constitution, it absolutely mandates the kingdom via the authorities to reap the best viable 
prosperity for the human beings due to the fact it's miles given the only authority to control, 
control and adjust the usage of all herbal sources and wealth. 

Those aforesaid standards have to be fulfilled to symbolize obligations of a criminal 
country that fairly glorifies the values of human s rights. In appreciate of the responsibility to 
fulfill context, the State shall implement progressive realization precept for human s rights 
fulfillment. In this case, the State is illegitimate to make any rules violating the character of 
human s rights and/or to practice regressive realization on human s rights. 

The idea of progressive realization is specifically associated with the fulfillment of 
economic, social, and cultural rights. Its juridical grounding is articulated withinside the 
description of Article 2 Verse (1) of International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural 
Rights, stating: 

“Each State party to the existing Covenant undertakes to take steps, in my view and via 
worldwide help and co-operation, in particular financial and technical, to the most of to be 
had resources, on the way to attaining step by step the whole attention of the rights identified 
withinside the gift Covenant with the aid of using all suitable means, which includes specially 
the adoption of legislative measures.” 

In quick, progressive realization, especially in often requested questions (FAQ) 
regarding financial, social, and cultural rights is described as follows:11 

“A critical element of states responsibilities in reference to economic, social, and 
cultural rights beneath neath human proper treaties. At its middle is the duty to take suitable 
measures closer to the total consciousness of economic, social and cultural rights to the 
most in their to be had resources.” 

Basically, progressive realization is interconnected with financial, social, and cultural 
rights and the optimalization of herbal sources. 

Katharine G. Young, from Boston University in Waiting for Rights: Progressive 
Realization and Lost Time describes that internationally, the doctrinal elaboration of the idea 
of modern recognition started out in earnest in 1990, after the stop of the Cold War and the 
pressures of many former colonial international locations. At that time, the UN Committee on 
Social and Social Security Rights defined modern recognition as a tool of pliability had to 
satisfy rights. The Committee commends this doctrine for its capacity to deal with actual 
global realities and the problems confronted with the aid of using diverse international 
locations closer to its complete recognition. This situation is motivated with the aid of using 
variations withinside the possession of herbal assets among diverse kingdom parties. For 
this reason, the committee is familiar with the distinct traits of get right of entry to and 
possession of herbal assets to gain complete recognition and the reality that now no longer 
some international locations have skilled setbacks of their recognition, so this wishes to be 
considered - and considered carefully. 

Sarah Joseph withinside the Research Handbook on International Human Rights 
Law18 especially discusses modern attention, basically emphasizing the significance of 
kingdom attention to satisfy it as quickly as possible, in a non-stop way, increasing, growing, 
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developing, intensifying and accelerating. Even though it does now no longer stipulate the 
way to prosecute modern attention withinside the ICESCR General Comment, Sarah but 
assesses 2 (two) fashions for accomplishing an assessment, namely: 

First, a few rights beneath neath the ICESCR provide upward push to responsibilities 
that take impact immediately, one instance is the proper to be loose from discrimination in 
playing all economic, social and cultural rights. Some matters which can be plural, for 
instance, are associated with education, fitness and employment which ought to be handled 
similarly among women and men without discrimination; 

Secondly, the kingdom s responsibility to transport as quick and efficiently as possible 
(imposes a responsibility to transport as expeditiously and efficiently as possible) to 
understand the achievement of rights. International locations must urgently offer beneficial 
analytical frameworks for information responsibilities, mechanisms for tracking the conclusion 
of rights, designing suitable techniques and really described programs (which include 
indicators, benchmarks, and country wide targets). This circumstance is encouraged via way 
of means of an evaluation of real conditions, correct identity of the maximum susceptible 
agencies and the way suitable guidelines are formulated. 

Referring to the system of the Article, the State should take tangible steps to fulfill the 
rights to economy, social, and culture; one in every of which is thru the optimalization of 
herbal sources to acquire progressive realization, specially for the fulfillment of financial, 
social, and cultural rights. Based upon the context of herbal sources use, it's far absolutely in 
song with the outline of Article 33 of the 1945 Constitution, which mandates the State for 
complete controls over the herbal sources inside for the finest prosperity of the people. 

The financial democracy precept wherein Indonesia has been having religion 
considering a few years in the past is absolutely constant with the progressive realization 
concept formulated above. Even implicit mind exist withinside the Article 33 as formerly 
proposed via way of means of Mr. Mohammad Hatta, exactly concerning financial and social 
transformations.12 These will move facet-via way of means of-facet and in concord with 
progressive realization exact as an global covenant. 

The diction of “to be had sources” is often misused via way of means of whichever 
states observed in insufficient ownership of herbal sources to fulfill financial, social, and 
cultural rights of the people. The loss of herbal sources, in fact, cannot be always taken as a 
justifier for the negligence upon the ones rights. The State, no matter its very least ownership 
of herbal sources, wishes to maintain on prioritizing and striving for the lodging of people s 
rights to social, economy, and culture – specially for people with financial and social 
problems. 

With connection with the countrywide prison framework and International Covenant on 
Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights, the Act No. eleven of 2005 on Legalization of 
International Covenant on Economic, Social, And Cultural Rights has been ratified. The 
ratification is primarily based totally upon the notice of responsibilities for protection, respect, 
and defense over human s rights enforcement. 

The progressive realization withinside the fulfillment of financial, social, and cultural 
rights is primarily based totally upon the belief that the ones rights cannot be instantly 
performed in a quick time. Thus, mission the rights will take sluggish strategies thru 
governmental devices which can be pleasant to human s rights. Further, the fulfillment of 
financial, social, and cultural rights calls for progressive actualization primarily based totally 
upon components of thoughtfulness, concreteness, and readability for the sake of overall 
enforcement on human s rights. 

Moreover, the progressive realization idea had risen withinside the starting of 1990s, 
via way of means of the give up of the world s bloodless conflict and the developing range of 
decolonializing countries. At the identical time, the Committee of Economic, Social, and 
Cultural Affairs of United Nations (UN), issued a doctrine of progressive realization, named 
as “essential flexibility device”, in case of social, economic, and cultural rights. The UN s 
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Committee additionally declared its acknowledgement upon the opportunity of various limits 
of herbal assets in a few specific international locations.13 

The idealism of progressive realization may be accomplished via way of means of 
enjoyable a minimum core that exists previous to the upward push of progressive realization 
doctrine. The minimum core idea is deliberately designed to installation a everyday threshold 
to fulfill, at least, minor desires of human s rights. Whichever international locations inclined 
to apply this type of doctrine is, indeed, required to fulfill the minimal requirements of human 
s rights fulfillment.14 

Protection of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in Mining Activities. Indigenous peoples 
are regularly deprived in mining and funding sports in Arrests, arbitrary detentions, compelled 
evictions or even killings are an essential a part of the warfare to shield their monetary, social 
and cultural rights. The rights of indigenous peoples which have now no longer acquired 
safety from the country cowl matters, particularly normal rights, herbal useful resource rights 
and highbrow assets rights. These 3 matters aren't included now no longer best due to the 
fact there may be no criminal umbrella that mainly protects indigenous peoples, however 
despite current criminal umbrellas their enforcement remains weak. These elements have till 
now made indigenous peoples as residents who're marginalized and do now no longer obtain 
their right rights in order that violations of the rights of indigenous peoples are regularly 
found, consisting of: violations of the proper to assets, the proper to ok meals and nutrition, 
the proper to an ok widespread of living dignity, the proper to participate in cultural life, the 
proper to self-willpower, the proper to revel in the best workable widespread of bodily and 
intellectual fitness and lots of more. 

Local cultural and monetary potentials which can be generally labored on via way of 
means of indigenous peoples which includes their competencies and understanding 
(conventional information) of art, consisting of dances, carvings, weaving, information 
approximately plant upkeep and information approximately medicinal vegetation are imitated 
via way of means of buyers and industry. Border regions are nearly really continually some 
distance from attaining of the valuable authorities, due to the fact they're some distance from 
the countrywide capital or even provincial capitals. 

Indigenous peoples in Indonesia are a society primarily based totally on territorial 
(territory), genealogical (heredity) and territorial-genealogical (location and descent) 
similarities, in order that there are numerous kinds of indigenous peoples from one location 
to another. And of route they have got their conventional rights. that is expressly regulated in 
keeping with the Human Rights Commission and the 1986 International Labor Organization 
(ILO) Convention, overlaying 6: 

1. The proper to self-willpower; 
2. The proper to take part in authorities; 
3. Right to meals, fitness, habitat and monetary protection; 
4. The proper to schooling; 
5. The proper to paintings; 
6. Children s rights; 
7. Workers' rights; 
8. Rights of minorities and indigenous and tribal peoples; 
9. Land rights; 
10. Right to equality; 
11. The proper to top authorities’ management; 
12. The proper to truthful regulation enforcement that of the subsequent rights. 
Mentioned above the proper to land and herbal sources is one of the maximum vital 

rights for indigenous peoples due to the fact the life of those rights is one degree of the life of 
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an indigenous community. Therefore withinside the UN assertion at the rights of indigenous 
peoples, the difficulty of rights to land and inner sources is regulated: 

Article 26 paragraph (1) Indigenous peoples have rights over the lands, territories and 
sources that they have got historically owned or occupied or vice versa the lands, territories 
and sources which have been used or has been received 

Article 26 paragraph (2) Indigenous peoples have the proper to own, use, broaden and 
manipulate their lands, territories and sources on the premise of conventional possession or 
different conventional placement and utilization, in addition to lands, territories and sources 
held in different ways 

Progressive Realization on Mining Activities for Indigenous Community. Indigenous 
peoples residing in mining regions need to be included through the State in opposition to 
diverse overseas exploitation, the achievement in their primary desires remains low, the 
extent of training is low, get entry to fitness remains low. There are continually variations 
withinside the stage of network improvement from one place to another. The disparity in 
improvement among areas is a social fact that is the end result of a improvement bias that is 
continually focused in city regions, and at the island of Java. As a end result of this “choppy 
improvement” bias Indigenous peoples residing in mining regions need to be included 
through the State in opposition to diverse overseas exploitation. the achievement in their 
primary desires remains low, the extent of training is low, get entry to to fitness remains low. 

There are continually variations withinside the stage of network improvement from one 
place to another. The disparity in improvement among areas is a social fact that is the end 
result of a improvement bias that is continually focused in city regions, and at the island of 
Java. As a end result of this "choppy improvement" bias Indigenous peoples dwelling in 
mining areas must be blanketed with the useful resource of the usage of the State toward 
several distant places exploitation. the fulfillment of their essential dreams remains low, the 
quantity of education is low, get proper of access to health remains low. There are normally 
versions withinside the degree of community development from one area to another. The 
disparity in development amongst regions is a social reality this is the give up end result of 
an development bias this is normally targeted on town areas, and at the island of Java. As a 
end result of this "uneven development" bias in, suburban regions, rural regions, islands 
outdoor Java and border regions are nearly continually in a country of neglect, 
underdeveloped with very minimum infrastructure. Limited socio-financial centers and 
infrastructure in border regions are accompanied through minimum funding activities, low 
optimization of herbal useful resource utilization, low activity creation, local isolation, network 
dependence on social and financial offerings from neighboring countries (mainly the ones 
adjoining to greater evolved neighboring countries), the excessive price of residing, and the 
low best of human resources. 

The susceptible role of indigenous peoples in worrying their rights associated with 
mining investments is because of the submissive nature and submission of conventional 
leaders to neighborhood and vital authorities.. The authorities and neighborhood authorities 
help for indigenous peoples in negotiations with overseas traders is especially predicted to 
reinforce the life of indigenous peoples. 

Recognition and safety of the lifestyles of indigenous peoples in Article 18 B paragraph 
2 and Article 28 I paragraph three of the 1945 Constitution confirms that the State 
acknowledges and respects normal regulation network gadgets with their conventional rights 
so long as they're nonetheless alive and according with the ideas of the unitary kingdom of 
the Republic of Indonesia. This suggests that the Republic of Indonesia respects the 
lifestyles of normal regulation groups with all its aspects, such as governance and regulation 
withinside the normal regulation system, financial and environmental rights of normal 
regulation groups, normal rights, and so on. 

In the provisions of Article three and the overall rationalization of Law Number five of 
1960 regarding Basic Agrarian Provisions, in precept it explains that the implementation of 
normal rights from normal regulation groups so long as they exist, is adjusted to country wide 
and kingdom interests, and could be located in the right place. in today s statehood. 
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Just like residents in not unusual place, conventional human beings have the equal 
rights to revel in their existence as part of the State. No variations can distinguish city human 
beings from conventional ones, even though the traditional are exceedingly inclined for rights 
violations because of terrestrial reason that compels them to stay and live in a few locations 
liable to horizontal and vertical conflicts. 

Legal safety for indigenous peoples is likewise regulated in Law Number 18 of 2004 
regarding Plantations (Plantation Law). Article nine of paragraph (2) of the Plantation Law 
confirms that if the software for the proper to a plantation enterprise is on indigenous land 
which in truth nevertheless exists, the applicant for the proper is obliged to preserve 
deliberations with the indigenous peoples worried to reap an settlement concerning the give 
up of the land and compensation (compensation). 

Related to the control of mines which can be withinside the territory of commonplace 
regulation groups, it has a large have an impact on and effect at the commonplace regulation 
groups themselves. This have an impact on isn't always best associated with financial 
improvement sports and mining production, however additionally social and cultural issues, 
in addition to the surroundings wherein indigenous peoples live. 

Development is a herbal method for understanding the beliefs of a state, specifically a 
prosperous, simply and equitable society (Euis Amalia, 2011). Economic improvement has 2 
(two) aspect affects on society, each the ones which can be optimistic and enhance people s 
welfare, in addition to a depressing effect at the aspect of people's lives themselves, that is 
particularly associated with the surroundings each bodily and socially. If financial 
improvement guidelines do now no longer be aware of social and environmental factors, and 
best reflect on consideration on financial pastimes withinside the quick term, this could 
purpose environmental degradation on occasion and in the long run the potential of herbal 
assets will now no longer be capable of preserve people's lives withinside the future (Darwati 
Susiastuti, 2013). 

However, in practice, especially in the economic field, various policies and laws were 
found that unilaterally the government determined the allocation and management of natural 
resources, most of which were within customary territories. According to a legal expert from 
Padjadjaran University (UNPAD) Bandung, Daud Silalahi, the many problems that occur 
between mining companies and the surrounding community are due to the fact that the 
mining legal system is more in favor of investors (Daud Silalahi, 2013). Social inequality as a 
result of the development of globalization in various aspects of people's lives is a big 
challenge for Indonesian jurists regarding models of analysis and legal solutions that are 
appropriate and practicable in Indonesia in the future without having to uproot the thoughts of 
the founders of the Republic of Indonesia as stated in the 1945 Constitution (Romli 
Atmasasmita, 2012). 

There is an understanding of the different viewpoints and interests of the customary 
law community and mining management corporations, there needs to be harmonization and 
outreach to both parties, both the corporation itself and the community. Law must be seen 
from a comprehensive perspective. Law is not only seen from the point of view of "legal 
positivism" which often becomes a weapon for certain parties to protect behind the interests 
of certain groups, although that does not mean we do not deny that legal positivism is also 
needed for certainty of law enforcement. Problems need to be seen in compromise way that 
provides the best solution for all parties. 

Based on the Constitutional Court Decision No. 35/PUU-X/2012, indigenous 
community is equipped with a typical characteristic. As a community of a particular area, the 
people are required to preserve, from generation from generation, the cultural system and 
customary laws that exist and unify the whole social groups within. 

The fame of indigenous network as prison topics has, in fact, been articulated in a few 
prison groundings, from the Constitution to the legal guidelines and rules contexts. In Article 
6 Verse (1) and (2), the Act No. 39 of 1999, its miles affirmed that indigenous network has 
emerged as the topics in want of prison attentions and protections, from the network and the 
authorities. In addition, cultural identification of the network, with the proper to the normal 
land, has been central to the safety with the aid of using the State. Thus, like different 
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residents in not unusual place, conventional human beings additionally have sovereign 
rights, each withinside the senses of constitutional and normal legal guidelines. 

Unfortunately, the real-exist practices show the reversions. Many conventional human 
beings go through tough from rights violations because of massive explorations of herbal 
sources, which reasons loss over the rights of the human beings. The Alliance of 
Archipelagic Indigenous People (AMAN) has recorded that round 118 indigenous groups are 
in battle with the authorities because of financial improvement and strength conflict over the 
rights to herbal sources governance, among the authorities and conventional human 
beings.15 

In fact, concerning the prison grounding, there were normally articulated approximately 
safety for indigenous groups, and it even is internationalized with the aid of using the 
discharge of ILO No. 169 of 1989. In the convention, it's miles said that indigenous human 
beings may be outstanding from not unusual place human beings primarily based totally on 
their social, cultural, and financial backgrounds due to the fact that the ones 3 elements are 
extraordinarily unique from the opposite elements withinside the countrywide scale. 
Therefore, indigenous groups are normally ready with unique traits applicable to the 3 
aforesaid elements. 

Indigenous groups own essential rights that have to be fulfilled via way of means of the 
State; 3 of that are economic, social, and cultural ones. The articulation has been avowed via 
way of means of the Article 2 Verse (2) Letter B in ILO No. 169, mandating the authorities 
with obligations for the overall workout of social, economic, and cultural rights for indigenous 
groups – with excessive admire to socio-cultural identity, normal legal guidelines and 
traditions, and normal institutions. This phenomenon is especially included with the 
progressive realization precept on which the State have to critically and definitely paintings 
for the fulfillment of economic, social, and cultural rights amidst indigenous groups. 

There are definitely such a lot of elements that seem to threaten the rights of 
conventional human beings and are capacity to cause regressive realization withinside the 
fulfillment of economic, social, and cultural rights of the human beings. In addition, the Covid-
19 Pandemic because of deathly virus assault has worsened the conditions because it 
reasons new fitness troubles at the same time as the virus can also additionally infect the 
human beings at any time. Though a lot of conventional human beings are dwelling in 
villages, the dissemination of the virus is so probable, specifically via way of means of the 
approaching of overseas people to the indigenous area. Thus, this sort of scenario is visible 
as a critical and unstable chance for indigenous groups.16 

The occurrence of virus dissemination amidst indigenous groups in villages can take 
place now no longer handiest withinside the time of Covid-19. In Brazil, unlawful gold-miners 
who got here to an indigenous land inflamed a few diseases, which brought about deaths to 
the 21% of Yanomami s human beings. Further, in November 1997, for the duration of the 
occasion of Health s Native Youth Conference in Cooktown, Australia. It became discovered 
that most of the conventional human beings have become the sufferers of overexploitation at 
the indigenous area, which brought about degradation of conventional meals deliver primary 
to conventional human beings s fitness. 

Moreover, withinside the time of Covid-19 much like now, mining activities are 
nevertheless being run, that's especially capacity for a brand new cluster of the virus 
dissemination withinside the indigenous groups. According to the document of Mining 
Network (JATAM), round 124 people in Freeport Indonesia Limited Company were inflamed 
Covid-19. Similarly, as many as 19 miners have been inflamed the virus in Bangka 
Belitung.17 These numbers of incidences will virtually be haunting conventional human 
beings because the virus can also additionally infect them at any time thru miners round 
them. 

                                                           
15 Muhammad Irfan Hilmy, Prospek Tanah Adat Dalam Pembangunan Nasional, Jurnal Waskita Vol 4, No 1, 2020, hlm 42 
16 Organisasi Perburuhan Internasional, Konvensi ILO No 169 Tahun 1989 Mengenai Masyarakat Hukum Adat: Sebuah Panduan, Perancis: 

Dumas Totoulet Imprimeurs, 2003, hlm 65-66. 
17

Machmud Ichi dan Sapariah Saturi, Rawan Jadi Tempat Penyebaran Corona, Setop Operasi Tambang di Masa Pandemi, Mongabay, 

Mongabay.co.id diakses pada 20 September 2021. 
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During the Covid-19 Pandemic, mining is one in all numerous sectors to get hold of 
top-rank precedence to preserve on running. It is likewise showed via way of means of the 
discharge of the Regulation of the Ministry of Finance No. 44/Pmk.03/2020 regarding Tax 
Incentives for Taxpayers Affected via way of means of the 2019 Coronavirus Disease 
Pandemic, with the insertion of mining to Business Field Classifications, though, at that 
moment, the Government became immensely issuing a few rules that constrained public 
activities: Large-Scale Social Restrictions (PSBB) and Community Activities Restrictions 
Enforcement (PPKM). 

In addition to the proper to health, consistent with the document of JATAM, there have 
been the alternative components that were given impacted because of Covid-19 Pandemic, 
meals and water supplies; each of which quantitatively and qualitatively reduced. Before the 
pandemic, round 30 groups nonetheless counted on their very own land forthe wishes of 
productiveness and consumption, even as throughout the pandemic, it reduced to twenty-
eight groups in total. Further, in phrases of water consumption, the variety of nature-
generated water consumptions elevated, together with the growth of bottled-water 
consumptions from thirteen to fifteen groups. The growing variety of water consumptions 
indicated one in every of essential outcomes due to mining operations round mining areas, 
just like the one going on in Santan Village, Kutai Kartanegara.18 

This environmental pollutants glaringly harms the existence of indigenous humans, 
taken into consideration so capability to devastate the prevailing ecosystems of the residing 
creatures. Given the sort of condition, network lifestyle is likewise the alternative quarter in 
awesome threats because of monetary improvement that neglects herbal sustainability. For 
instance, Baduy Tribe has been maintaining the character for the reason that a few years via 
the precept of “None of mountains may be melted, none of ands may be destroyed, and 
none of holy locations may be distressed”. However, the large activities in mining quarter 
have hastily devastated the character after the tough conflict for safety in such a lot of years. 

According to Kunthi Tridewiyanti, indigenous humans can live on the Covid-19 
Pandemic nowadays because of the presence of neighborhood wisdoms that exist and are 
preserved through the network for herbal stability.19 However, withinside the real-existence 
practices amidst the pandemic situation, mining activities seem to violate the neighborhood 
wisdoms. This incidence is awesome loss for the humans who've been suffering tough to 
maintain their neighborhood wisdoms. The indigenous network electricity to live on the 
Covid-19 Pandemic through the neighborhood wisdoms is primarily based totally upon 
conventional know-how preserved from era to era for the sake of herbal stability. Hiebert Van 
Rees20, asserts, conventional know-how is ready for “…however dwelling in harmony with the 
ecosystem …” In addition, the humans s consistency in defensive the character is generated 
from related consciousness of “…the tree, soil and water.” Such consciousness is, thus, 
fossilized and believed in, from era to era, amidst the indigenous humans to maintain their 
nature. 

ILO No. 169 regarding Socio-cultural Values and Practices amongst Indigenous People 
has acquired its felony formalization. Referring to the Article five in ILO No. 169, it's far firmly 
stated: 

“The social, cultural, spiritual and non secular values and practices of those peoples 
will be regarded and protected, and due account will be taken of the character of the troubles 
which face them each as organizations and as individuals.” 

The real-life practices, again, display the reversion. For instance, the holy woodland of 
Baduy human beings had been devastated withinside the time of Covid-19, which brought on 
broken atmosphere and instability of the Baduy s human beings and nature. In addition, a 
discourse for gold-mining activities in Sangihe that had obtained its commercial enterprise 
allow withinside the pandemic and environmental feasibility approval turned into additionally 

                                                           
18 Ahmad S., dkk., Laporan Hasil Pemantauan dan Survei Daya Rusak Tambang di Masa Pandemi: Sudah Pandemi Tertimpa Tambang, Jakarta: 

Jatam, 2021, hlm 5-6. 
19 Kunthi Tridewiyanti, Pentingnya Kearifan Lokal Dalam Menjaga Keseimbangan Alam di Masa Pandemi COVID-19, dalam Melihat COVID-19 

Dari Perspektif Hukum Adat, Jakarta: Lembaga Studi Hukum Indonesia, 2020, hlm 59-61 
20 Badan Penelitian dan Pengembangan HAM, Perlindungan Kekayaan Intelektual atas Pengetahuan Tradisional dan Ekspresi Budaya Tradisional 

Masyarakat Adat, Bandung: PT Alumni, 2013, hlm 22. 
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substantially capability to damage the conventional human beings dwelling across the mining 
area. At closing, some other discourse for mining activities in Sangihe, precisely round Mount 
Sahendaruman,may also probable threaten the herbal sustainability of the mount as a 
domestic to Niu Birds. 

To fulfill the rights of indigenous human beings with due regard to progressive 
realization, it's miles advised that the authorities drop down the developmental ego, mainly in 
mining quarter, withinside the time of Covid-19 Pandemic similar to now. Concerns at the 
protection and nearby wisdoms of the indigenous human beings need to continually be taken 
into consideration because the preferred precedence over the exploitative development. 

Therefore, regarding the aforesaid evaluation of economic, social, and cultural rights, 
the exercising of progressive realization is really much less said associated with the ones 
rights. It is the mining quarter that turned into given the very best precedence via way of 
means of the motivation grant, indicating the signal of regressive realization withinside the 
policymaking via way of means of leaving affected human beings of indigenous network 
withinside the closing precedence amidst their survival from the Covid-19 Pandemic. 

The regressivity of herbal sources governance is likewise affirmed via way of means of 
Agus Suntoro in his studies on Work Creation that portrays overexploitation over the herbal 
sources and surroundings.21 

Furthermore, the progressive realization could be extra viable if mining moratorium is 
designed, particularly for those, the indigenous humans, dwelling round mining areas. This is 
truely permissible thru the Article 113 of the Act No. three of 2020 regarding Amendments of 
the Act No. four of 2009 on Coals and Minerals Mining. It proclaims that suspension is 
allowed for pressure majeure. With due attention of the fitness of indigenous humans, 
moratorium for indigenous humans may be a choice for the fulfillment of economic, social, 
and cultural rights. Thus, the warranties of principal aspects, i.e., safety for the humans, 
rights to meals and water supplies, and economic, social, and cultural rights, may be 
completely sustained via way of means of the State. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Alluding to the above evaluation and identity of mining sports upon the innovative 
realization on economic, social, and cultural rights of indigenous human beings, it is able to 
be said that innovative realization isn't executed nicely yet. Instead, the regulations issued 
through the authorities display the tendency of assisting the workout of mining sports 
notwithstanding the Covid-19 Pandemic, turning the world a very best precedence through 
the incentives supply and resurrecting the fashion of regressive realization. Further, 
indigenous human beings are presently confronted with amazing loss, in phrases of fitness. 
Social and cultural values essentially speculated to assist the human beings continue to exist 
Covid-19 and the rights fulfillment to meals and water resources are violated because of 
mining sports, with all of the restrict regulations made through the authorities. Previously, 
indigenous human beings, in fact, have been nevertheless capable of continue to exist the 
pandemic via sustained social and cultural values, all this time. However, rather than 
appropriate profits, the policymaking on mining quarter may even probably be the reason of 
fitness troubles amidst indigenous those who are living across the mining regions because of 
excessive opportunity of Covid-19 infections. 
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